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A novel static medium wave infrared (MWIR) imaging Fourier transform spectrometer (IFTS) is conceptually pro-
posed and experimentally demonstrated. In this system, the moving mirror in traditional temporally modulated
IFTS is replaced by multi-step micro-mirrors to realize the static design. Compared with the traditional spatially
modulated IFTS, they have no slit system and are superior with larger luminous flux and higher energy efficiency.
The use of the multi-step micro-mirrors can also make the system compact and light. © 2014 Optical Society of
America
OCIS codes: (110.3175) Interferometric imaging; (110.3080) Infrared imaging; (070.4790) Spectrum analysis;

(120.4570) Optical design of instruments.
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The imaging Fourier transform spectrometer (IFTS) can
acquire three-dimensional information for a target object,
i.e., simultaneously obtains two dimensions of image in-
formation and one dimension of spectral information.
The information can be widely applied in various areas,
such as target detection, geological exploration, and
environmental monitoring. [1–4].
According to the different ways of producing optical

path differences (OPDs) for Fourier transform imaging
spectrometer, it can be classified as temporally modu-
lated, spatially modulated, and spatio-temporally modu-
lated [5,6]. Generally speaking, a temporally modulated
IFTS has a higher spectral resolution [7,8], but cannot
achieve static and compact set-up because of the exist-
ence of the moving mirror. A spatially modulated IFTS
uses a slit to control the spatial resolution, and can have
compact and stable structure [9]. However, its luminous
flux is limited by the slit and the system has a relative low
usage of the input optical energy. The spatio-temporally
modulated IFTS is based on the windowing-interference
imaging principle [10]. It has neither a slit nor a moving
mirror, and thus offers a large luminous flux as well as a
static structure [6,10].
The medium wave infrared (MWIR) is an important

spectral band. Many toxic and harmful gases have a
strong MWIR absorption band. For example, CO2 places
in 4.3 μm, CO places in 4.8 μm, and SO2 has a strong ab-
sorption peak in 4 μm [11]. Moreover, the aerospace ve-
hicle exhausts and the high-temperature sewage outfall
of companies can radiate strongly at MWIR band [12].
In the daytime, the temperature of an aerial target, which
mainly radiates a long wave infrared (LWIR) at room tem-
perature, could reach more than 500 K and the peak
wavelength of the radiated infrared moves to the MWIR
band through absorbing the heat of solar radiation, so the
radiation in MWIR band is much stronger than in LWIR
band. At night the temperature of the aerial target is
around 400 K. The target has the same radiation intensity

in MWIR band and LWIR band. However, at this time the
radiation of the sky atmospheric background mainly con-
centrates in the LWIR band. Therefore, the MWIR is the
better waveband for detection of the aerial target in these
situations with complex background [13]. Above all, the
MWIR imaging spectrometer can be widely applied in
detection of toxic gases, monitoring of greenhouse,
target detection, surface features recognition, pollutant
monitoring, aerospace remote sensing etc., [11–14].

In view of the advantages of a spatio-temporally modu-
lated IFTS and the features of the MWIR emissions, this
Letter proposes a novel static MWIR spatio-temporally
modulated IFTS. The modulation is achieved by a
multi-step micro-mirror process. The system has no slit
and can have larger luminous flux and higher energy
efficiency.

The multi-step micro-mirrors were firstly proposed by
Möller to use in static Fourier transform spectrometer
and developed by Ivanov and co-workers [15–17]. But
the Fourier transform spectrometer could only get the
spectral information. As our knowledge, this is the first
time to use the multi-step micro-mirror in IFTS.

The layout of the proposed IFTS is shown in Fig. 1. It
consists of the scanning mirror, the first imaging system,
the beam splitter system, the plane mirror, the multi-step
micro-mirrors, the second imaging system and the MWIR

Fig. 1. Layout of the novel IFTS structure.
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detector. For the multi-step micro-mirrors, the step re-
flecting surface width is a, the length is b and the step
height is d. The plane mirror and one step reflecting
surface of the multi-step micro-mirrors are located in
the focal plane of the front imaging system. The rest
of the step reflecting surfaces of the multi-step micro-
mirrors are located in the focal depth of the first imaging
system. Thus, the target could be fairly imaged on all the
mirrors. The focal depth of the first imaging system can
be shown in Eq. (1):

δdefocus �
λ
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In Eq. (1), λ is a working wavelength of the IFTS and the
NA is the imaging aperture of the first imaging system. In
the first imaging system, the focal depth should be no less
than the total step height nd of the multi-step micro-
mirrors. Thus, in the process of designing the first
imaging system, its NA should meet the requirement that
is shown in Eq. (2):
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The MWIR detector is located in the image surface of the
second imaging system to capture the interferogram
generated by the two mirrors.
This system can be used as the payload for the space

shuttle or the satellite. Through the motion of the shuttle
or the satellite, the image of the target will move in the
opposite direction on the multi-level micro-mirror and
the detector. Thus, the target image moves at different
steps and the windowing process of the system could
be achieved. In this manner, we could complete the sam-
ple of the interferogram with a different order. In this sys-
tem, we use a scanning mirror to simulate the windowing
process. The working principle is as follows: The light
emitted from the target enters the first imaging system
with a field angle ω. Then it is imaged by the first imaging
system both on the plane mirror and a step reflecting
surface of the multi-step micro-mirrors. Because of the
height of each step, the two first imaging points that
are imaged respectively on the plan mirror and the
multi-step micro-mirrors have invariable phase differ-
ence. The two imaged points serve as two coherent
sources and generate the corresponding interferogram
on the MWIR detector, after being re-imaged via the sec-
ond imaging system. Thus, the image of the target and the
interference information with OPD defined by the two
mirrors are obtained simultaneously. By the rotation of
the scanning mirror, light from the same target but with
a different field angle will enter the system and be imaged
on an adjacent step reflecting surface by the first imaging
system at the next moment. During a completed scanning
process, the target will be imaged on all of the step re-
flecting surfaces and will generate interferograms of
different OPDs. Then spectral information can be
obtained via a Fourier transform [18,19].
There are several designs of spatio-temporally modu-

lated imaging spectrometers. The imaging spectrometer
based on the Michelson with a tilted mirror was

demonstrated by Hirai et al. [20]. It has a large
luminous flux. However, the tilted angle of the mirror
is restricted to a small range which results in a relatively
low spectral resolution. The imaging system based on the
sagnac interferometer static structure has a stable struc-
ture, but it has a strict sensitivity to the misalignment of
the system [21]. The system with a birefringent interfer-
ometer has a stable structure and a large luminous flux,
but for the reason of materials of the birefringent crystal
prism, it is somewhat difficult to use in MWIR band [7].
Compared to these imaging spectrometers, the IFTS pro-
posed in this Letter has a stable and static structure, as
well as a large luminous flux. The spectral resolution
could be improved by adding additional steps to the
multi-step micro-mirrors.

The OPD is introduced by the two mirrors. Figure 2
shows the first imaging process. A1 is the image of the
target that images on the plane mirror. A2 is a virtual
image on a parallel plane to the plane mirror that corre-
sponds to the images on the step mirror, which is intro-
duced to benefit analysis. A1 and A2 are two coherent
points and could interfere with each other on the MWIR
detector. For the height of step d and step number n, the
OPD between A1 and A2 is

δ � 2nd: (3)

To ensure the invariant of the OPD, the first imaging sys-
tem utilizes the imaging telecentric structure, thus light
within ωn. has the same OPD.

Figure 3 shows the process of A1 and A2 interfering on
the MWIR detector. A0

1 and A0
2 are the images of A1 and A2

via the second imaging system. The MWIR detector is
located in the midpoint of the A0

1 and A0
2, where the Airy

disk formed by the A0
1 and A0

2 coincides and interferes in a
pixel-size area [22].

As described above, different step reflecting surfaces
have different OPDs and correspond to different field
angles. As shown in Fig. 4, one step reflecting surface
corresponds to two field angles. One is the sagittal field
angle W that corresponds to the length b of the step; the
other is the meridian field angle ωn that corresponds to
the width a of the step reflecting surface. The sagittal
field angle W for a step reflecting surface is:

Fig. 2. OPDs produced by the system.

Fig. 3. Interference process on the MWIR detector.
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where f 0 is the focal length of the first imaging system.
Figure 5 is the schematic diagram for the meridian

field. Here, ω1 is the meridian field angle corresponding
to the first step reflecting surface. The first step reflecting
surface is placed where a zero OPD is generated. ω1 is
given by

ω1 ∈
�
arctan

��−0.5N�a
f 0

�
; arctan
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��
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whereN is the total number of steps and d is the height of
each step. The meridian field angle ωn for the nth-step
reflecting surface is

ωn ∈
�
arctan
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�
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:
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The OPD is the same in the field angle domain W × ωn.
The relationship between the OPDs and the field angles is
shown in Fig. 6.
In this IFIS, the edges of the micro-mirrors can be im-

aged on the MWIR detector to form vertical patterns.
That could make it difficult to observe the interference
fringes. Fortunately, these vertical patterns can be

removed by a method of data processing, so they will
not disturb the intensity of the interference image.

The setup was built and experiments have been done
to test a target “FTIS” in a laboratory. In this system, the
step number is N � 32 and the height is d � 0.625 μm.
Thus, from Eq. (1), we can get that the maximum OPD
is δmax � 40 μm. Thus, the spectrum resolution of this
system is equal to λ2∕δmax, which is about 0.4 μm for
the wavelength of 4 μm. In this experimental setup,
the camera is a cooled HgCdTe detector array of 320 ×
256 pixels. Its f -number is 4 and the spectral band is
3.7–4.8 μm. The size of a single pixel is 30 μm. The first
imaging system uses a lens with a focal length of 200 mm.
The imaging numerical aperture is 0.0308 and the field of
view is �4.6°. The second imaging system uses two lens
groups to complete the imaging and interference process.
Its object height is 22.5 mm and the magnification is 0.24.
The spectral band of the coating in the above optical
components is 3.7–4.8 μm. The photo of the breadboard
of this setup is shown in Fig. 7.

In this experiment, an infrared lamp was used to
illuminate the target. As a result, a polychromatic light
interferogram was obtained. The results are shown in
Fig. 8 for (a) the image of the multi-step micro- mirrors;
(b) the image of the target on the multi-step micro-
mirrors; (c) the image of the target on the plane mirror;
and (d) the interference image of the target object. As
mentioned above, the OPDs increase from 0 to 40 μm
as the number of steps increases from 0 to 32. The effects
of different OPDs can be seen in Fig. 8(d) whose left side
has the most significant interference with zero OPD. As
the number of steps increases, the interference weakens.
On the right side of Fig. 8(d) where the OPD reaches a
maximum, it is difficult to observe any interference.

To further verify the interference pattern, the lower
part of the plane mirror was covered. The result is given
in Fig. 9 where (a) is the original interference pattern
without covering, and (b) shows no interference at the
lower part because of covering. From Fig. 9, we could
also see the coincidence between the widths of the

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the sagittal field angle corre-
sponding to a step of the reflecting surface.

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the meridian field angle for one
step of the reflecting surface.

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the OPD of the system as a func-
tion of W and ωn.

Fig. 7. Photo of the breadboard of this setup.

Fig. 8. Laboratory experimental results for the imaging
spectrometer.
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interference fringes and the reflecting surface of the
multi-step micro-mirrors. The above two points verify
that the interference is generated by the OPDs between
the plane mirror and the multi-step micro-mirrors.
By rotating the scanning mirror, the windowing proc-

ess was tested. For N -step micro-mirrors, N scanning im-
ages of the target were obtained, and four of them are
shown in Fig. 10 where the four letters of the target
“FTIS” successively go through the zero OPD position.
In the scanning process, only the image of the target ob-
ject has moved; the position of the interference does not
change. This demonstrates that the proposed imaging
spectrometer works and the experimental results are
consistent with the theoretical analysis.
In summary, a novel spatio-temporally modulated in-

frared IFTS is proposed. In this design, it adopts multi-
step micro-mirrors to replace the moving mirror. This re-
sults in the advantages of a stable and static structure.
The system has no slit, so it has an advantage of a large
luminous flux. Such advantages are expected to benefit a
variety of applications. However, this current setup has a
relatively low spectral resolution because of the low
number of steps of the multi-step micro-mirrors. Future
work on this imaging system will include adding steps
to the multi-step micro-mirrors to improve spectral
resolution, as well as field experiments.
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Fig. 9. Verification of the interference pattern for the imaging
spectrometer.

Fig. 10. Interference images of the object target at four
different moments.
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